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Now you enter the land of the rich and beautiful. If you think you are rich and beautiful, you will definitely find others who are richer and prettier than you. It's summer in Capri. So wear the best bikinis and day dresses and come ready to drink, eat, and be fabulous. Aside from the typical
Capri walking tour down Pucci Gucci Way, there are actually tons of exciting hikes to do in Capri. Once you arrive from the cable car, steps behind the balcony view, you will find the famous Capri Piazzetta (meaning a small town square) where all the beautiful sit outside around the patio of
the cafe to view and see Capri Moment. You can continue down the footpath from Piazzetta, which takes you on a stunning 20-minute walk around the beautiful city of Capri. But then, instead of finishing back to piazzetta, keep going to where everyone else loops back. You can walk along
the edge of the cliffs and hills and steps with a magnificent view of the island. There is a nice natural restaurant with a great balcony about 20 minutes into the walk. When you think you are tired and have gone too far, keep going. It's at the top of a lot of steps. You can't get lost, there's only
one way. If you get super tired, just think there is wine at the top of the steps and then you can just get drunk and roll yourself down the hill. View from Via Tragara you can also take the bus from Capri to the Anacpri bus stop and hike along the northern edge of the island to the lighthouse.
(must find someone with a map or guide). It's certainly for more sporty types of tourists, but again at the end you're rewarded with wine, in Punta Carena, a lighthouse (see more details below.) Il Faro of course, at some point you have to sit in the piazzetta during the appertivo time, which is
between 7-9 pm and have a drink just to feel what most people come to Capri for. It's definitely a stage and show to say the least. I always say once we get off the boat from Naples, I feel richer and prettier once my feet touch the island of Capri lovers Of the best beach clubs: FONTELINA
La Fontelina Super chic every blogger/almost famous Americana here. It's awesome if you can compete with someone who's hotter and cooler than anyone else, get the right 25 euros to enter plus 10-15 for a chair/bed. PRO-TIP, if you don't want to spend the day, you can just come to the
restaurant for lunch and watch the scene with the step above, and slurping speghetti vongole and house sangria. This definitely needs to be done during the trip. The coolest place, the best food. LUIGI's Da Luigi's Just Next Door to Fontellina, is more local, cold, but just as beautiful, and
better to swim without the American Duchy attitude of beachclub, Luigi. Similar entry price. PRO-TIP'Spend a beach day in Luigi and then go to Fontellina on early appertivo, drinks and snacks before sunset. TORRE SARACENA Torre Saracena Good beach club to watch mega yachts pass
and cool down in shallow water. Can lie on beds halfway in the water, unlike others that are on concrete and giant rocks. PROTIP' Call ahead with a nice American pleasant voice and ask them to reserve you beach chairs by the water. About 15-20 euros to enter, less than the other two hot
spots. PUNTA CARENA AKA, BEACH LIGHTHOUSE Il Faro Sunset on Il Faro Beach Is a free place for swimming and the most local but cool place on the island. There is a beach club over the sea with a pool which is 25 euros to get in if you want more glam. Or you can put a towel on a
solid concrete slab like everyone else and pretend to be Italian! For sure this is the best place to watch the sunset! A great place for kids (if I had kids, I would pay for pool chairs and leave the kids to play with Italian scunizzi (rough kids) and learn how to rock jump. PRO-TIP find an amazing
island hiking trail and hike all day to the end at the lighthouse at sunset around 7-8pm where there is an amazing bar with live music on weekends and spritz with hot Italian hipster jetset. The images belong to the Remote venue, luxurios and a fantastic beach club on the island of Capri.



Enjoy fantastic views, a side of a top-class cliff, lounging or just a lovely Italian lunch. Full info is a bit hard to get to, but when you do, you are rewarded with one of Italy's most beautiful beach clubs. La Fontelina is an exclusive and luxurious seaside paradise located opposite Faraglioni
Capri. To get here on foot, you need to walk along the path (about 300 meters), starting from the observation deck of Tragar. If you don't want to climb again, there is a shuttle boat beach club that has reached Marina Piccola. The cliffs are combined with stretches of beach in this naturally
beautiful location, also serving some of the most amazing views of the ocean and the Coast of Capri. Relax in the sun in one of the blue and white loungers and cool, taking the stairs leading down into the ocean. When hunger hits, the Fontelina restaurant serves fantastic seafood and pasta
as lunch, accompanied by a large selection of wines and legendary ice sangria. Luxury in atmosphere and setting (you could very well end up next to some celebrity levels), and La Fontelina is not cheap but worth every penny. The entrance to the beach club using a changing room,
shower, lounger or lounger costs 28 euros. The beach umbrella is an extra 15 pounds and the beach towel is 10 euros. The images belong to the site of a beautiful cliff terrace with sunbeds and direct access to the ocean, complemented by a small and beautiful pebble beach. in a fantastic
and natural environment. Full info Set on the terrace of the cliff, overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, Beach Club Conca del Sonio Conca del Sono The perfect place for some high quality daytime peace and privacy. Located beautifully in the small village of Nerano, you can arrive by narrow
road or by boat. The beach club is free for people staying at La Conca del Sogno, while an outside guest has to pay a fee of 10-60 pounds depending on what day. Relax on a sun lounger on the terrace, from which you can also get into the water comfortably using the stairs, or grab a place
on a lovely, small pehtian beach. From the bar you can enjoy light lunches and refreshing fruit cocktails. Sunset come, and the bar and restaurant in Conca del Sonjo turns into a lively and romantic setting, right by the ocean. Enjoy traditional, fresh and local delicacies from both sushi and
the sea, or enjoy DJ cocktails in the lounge/boss in the deep house. Reservations are recommended. Images belong to the place, having reached the shuttle from the pier to Positano, this beach club offers everyday privacy in a small celestial corner of the coast. Located on Laurito Beach, a
small celestial corner of the Positano coast, Treville Beach Club offers privacy and exclusivity in a fantastic and relaxed setting, the prefect for a day's rest on the beach. To get to the beach club, you take a shuttle from the pier to Positano, departing from 10 a.m. Reserve sunbeds and
umbrellas (No 25), floating bean bags or a cabin and get into a full relaxation mood, just steps from the Mediterranean. The friendly staff will take care of you all day, eating water, snacks, prosecco or whatever you are in the mood for. The charming house behind the beach serves as a
wonderful restaurant, perfectly mixing with coastal flowers. Here you can enjoy a lunch of modern and traditional Neapolitan cuisine, supplemented with local wine and cocktails (12-16.30). After lunch, it turns into a cozy beach bar, where American folk music plays 60-90s. The images
belong to the venue of retro-all-orange loungers and umbrellas mixed with great location and fantastic cuisine and cocktails. What else do you need for a perfect beach day? Full info Is known for its incredible location, cuisine and cocktails, Bagni d'Arienzo Beach Club Bar and restaurant is
also easy to spot (and easy to remember) thanks to retro-all-orange loungers and umbrellas. However, to spot them you have to get quite close as it is beautifully located between the rocks on Arienzo beach in Positano. The easiest way to get to the beach club by shuttle from the main pier
in Positano, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3.45pm until late evening. It takes about 10 minutes and free if you've made a reservation (which you should). Another, more adventurous option, is to pass about 300 stairs down to In addition to the orange loungers, the Bagni d'Arienzo Beach
Club also offers an impressive setting with Ocean view, Lee Gully Island, Houses of Positano and surrondings. The restaurant offers tastes of Positano and Amalfi Coast, ranging from delicious pasta to fresh seafood. The advice is to make reservations for sunbeds and lunch before visiting
Bagni d'Arienzo. Expect about 25 pounds for two loungers with an umbrella, well worth it all day in this beautiful beach spot. The images belong to Vibrant Place, a fun and beautiful beach club located 400 steps from Piazza San Gennaro in Praiano. Sunny all day and with live DJs keeping
beaten, it's a go-to place for a high vibe lounging. Full of information Located on Gavitella Beach in Praiano, One Fire Beach is both charming and beautiful but a very vibrant beach club. Take 400 steps from Piazza San Gennaro to Praiano, or arrive by boat, and find a lovely beach with
orange umbrellas, sun loungers, sparkling turquoise water and fantastic views of Capri and Positano. Aside from the gorgeous bumps, fun atmosphere and friendly service, the unique selling point from Lido One Fire Beach is that it is the only beach in this part of the Amalfi Coast that stays
sunny right up until sunset. So expect sun, sun and sun all day long! And don't forget to stay for cutting watermelon at the end of the day... A sun lounger at Lido One Fire Beach costs 16 pounds. Then you can enjoy a full day of stylish lounging, games and a vibrant atmosphere where a
live DJ play big beats. You can also head to a bar and restaurant and get Italian food, a cold beer or maybe a refreshing Aperol Spritz. It is worth noting that sometimes the ocean around the rocks is a little wild to invite for swimming. The images belong to the place of queerkki, a classic and
casual beach club and restaurant located on Laurito beach. Not the most stylish place around, but with great home Neapolitan food, lots of charm and a fantastic setting, it's still a very popular place. Full of info Beautifully set on Laurito Beach (next to Treville Beach Club, Yes Adolfo himself
may not look like the most stylish place around. or just a fantastic lunch. Homemade food, from fresh fried fish to mussel soup and plenty of pasta. Enjoyed it best with one or two glasses of local wine. A slightly quirky and interesting choice among the Amalfi Coast beach clubs, worth a visit
for a great a relaxed atmosphere and a beautiful location. Reservations are recommended, partly because it's a popular place, and partly because the reservation includes a free boat transfer from the pier I'm The boat starts leaving Positano at 10 a.m. and returns from 4 p.m. Please note
that bookings can only be made by phone. To use sunbeds before Da Adolfo there is an extra charge and you have to be in your own time to even get one. Other things to do at Amalfi Coast Book Your Stay at Amalfi Coast Popular Destinations
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